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ANALYTIC TORSION OF Z2-GRADED ELLIPTIC COMPLEXES
VARGHESE MATHAI AND SIYE WU
Abstract. We define analytic torsion of Z2-graded elliptic complexes as an
element in the graded determinant line of the cohomology of the complex, gen-
eralizing most of the variants of Ray-Singer analytic torsion in the literature.
It applies to a myriad of new examples, including flat superconnection com-
plexes, twisted analytic and twisted holomorphic torsions, etc. The definition
uses pseudo-differential operators and residue traces. We also study proper-
ties of analytic torsion for Z2-graded elliptic complexes, including the behavior
under variation of the metric. For compact odd dimensional manifolds, the
analytic torsion is independent of the metric, whereas for even dimensional
manifolds, a relative version of the analytic torsion is independent of the met-
ric. Finally, the relation to topological field theories is studied.
Introduction
In [13], we investigated the analytic torsion for the twisted de Rham complex
(Ω•(X,E), dE +H ∧ ·), where E is a vector bundle with a flat connection dE and H
is a closed differential form of odd degree on a closed compact oriented manifold X .
The novel feature of our construction was the necessary use of pseudo-differential
operators and residue traces in defining the torsion. When X is odd dimensional,
we showed that it was independent of the choice of metric. In this paper, we gen-
eralize this construction, by defining analytic torsion for an arbitrary Z2-graded
elliptic complex as an element in the graded determinant line of the cohomology
of the complex. The definition again uses pseudo-differential operators and residue
traces. We also study properties of analytic torsion for Z2-graded elliptic complexes,
including its behavior under variation of the metric. For compact odd dimensional
manifolds, the analytic torsion is independent of the metric, whereas for even di-
mensional manifolds, only a relative version of the analytic torsion is independent
of the metric.
We specialize this construction to several new situations where the analytic tor-
sion can be defined. This includes the case of flat superconnection complexes and
the analytic torsion of the twisted Dolbeault complex (Ω0,•(X,E), ∂¯E + H ∧ ·),
where E is a holomorphic vector bundle and H is a ∂¯-closed differential form of
type (0, odd) on a closed connected complex manifold X . When H is zero, this was
first studied by Ray and Singer in [17]. Although the definition depends on a choice
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of Hermitian metric, we deduce from our general theory that a relative version of
torsion, defined as a ratio of the twisted holomorphic torsions, is independent of
the metric. (Of course they do depend on the complex structure.) Twisted holo-
morphic torsion is defined in several natural situations including, for Calabi-Yau
manifolds, or whenever there is a holomorphic gerbe.
Finally, we explain how twisted analytic torsion appears in topological field the-
ory with a twisted abelian Chern-Simons action functional.
For a more detailed literature review on analytic torsion and its variants, we
refer to the introduction in [13].
We briefly summarize the contents of the paper. §1 is on the definition of Z2-
graded elliptic complexes. §2 provides the definition of the analytic torsion of a
Z2-graded elliptic complex as an element in the graded determinant line of the co-
homology of the complex. §3 contains functorial properties of the analytic torsion.
§4 estabilshes the invariance of the analytic torsion under deformation of metrics in
the odd dimensional case. §5 shows the invariance of the relative analytic torsion
under deformation of metrics in the even dimensional case. §6 contains the defi-
nition and properties of analytic torsion of flat superconnections. §7 contains the
definition and properties of the analytic torsion of twisted Dolbeault complexes. §8
relates the twisted analytic torsion to topological field theories.
1. Z2-graded elliptic complexes
Let X be a smooth closed manifold of dimension n and E = E0¯ ⊕ E1¯, a Z2-
graded vector bundle over X . (We use k¯ to denote the integer k modulo 2.)
Suppose D : Γ (X,E) → Γ (X,E) is an elliptic differential operator which is odd
with respect to the grading in E and satisfies D2 = 0. Then D is of the form
D =
(
D1¯
D0¯
)
on Γ (X,E) = Γ (X,E0¯)⊕ Γ (X,E1¯), where D0¯ : Γ (X,E0¯)→ Γ (X,E1¯)
and D1¯ : Γ (X,E
1¯) → Γ (X,E0¯) are differential operators such that D1¯D0¯ = 0 and
D0¯D1¯ = 0. Furthermore,
· · · → Γ (X,E0¯) D0¯−→ Γ (X,E1¯) D1¯−→ Γ (X,E0¯) D0¯−→ Γ (X,E1¯)→ · · ·
is a Z2-graded elliptic complex, which we denote by (E, D) for short. Its cohomology
groups are
H 0¯(X,E, D) = kerD0¯/ imD1¯, H
1¯(X,E, D) = kerD1¯/ imD0¯.
It follows from the Hodge theorem for elliptic complexes as will be explained shortly
that they are finite dimensional. We call
b0¯(X,E, D) = dimH
0¯(X,E, D), b1¯(X,E, D) = dimH
1¯(X,E, D)
the Betti numbers of the Z2-graded elliptic complex. Its index or Euler character-
istic is χ(X,E, D) = b0¯(X,E, D)− b1¯(X,E, D).
We choose a Riemannian metric g on X and an Hermitian form of type h =(
h0¯
h1¯
)
on E = E0¯ ⊕ E1¯. Then there is a scalar product 〈·, ·〉 on Γ (X,E). The
Laplacian L = D†D +DD† on Γ (X,E) = Γ (X,E0¯)⊕ Γ (X,E1¯) is, in graded com-
ponents, L =
(
L0¯
L1¯
)
, where
L0¯ = D
†
0¯
D0¯ +D1¯D
†
1¯
, L1¯ = D
†
1¯
D1¯ +D0¯D
†
0¯
.
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They are self-adjoint elliptic operators with positive-definite leading symbols. By
the Hodge theorem for elliptic complexes, one has
H 0¯(X,E, D) ∼= kerL0¯, H 1¯(X,E, D) ∼= kerL1¯.
By ellipticity, these spaces are finite dimensional, and hence b0¯, b1¯ are finite.
Let K(t, x, y) =
(
K0¯(t,x,y)
K1¯(t,x,y)
)
, where t > 0, x, y ∈ X , be the kernel of
e−tL =
(
e−tL0¯
e−tL1¯
)
. Suppose the order of L (or that of L0¯ and L1¯) is d > 1.
By Lemma 1.7.4 of [7], when restricted to the diagonal, the heat kernel has the
asymptotic expansion
K(t, x, x) ∼
∞∑
l=0
t
2l−n
d al(x),
where al(x) =
(
al,0¯(x)
al,1¯(x)
)
can be computed locally as an combinatorial ex-
pression in the jets of the symbols. We set an
2
(x) = 0 if n is odd. Denote
by an
2
=
(
an
2
,0¯
an
2
,1¯
)
the operator acting on Γ (X,E) point-wisely by an
2
(x) =(
an
2
,0¯(x)
an
2
,1¯(x)
)
. Then the index density of the elliptic complex is str an
2
(x) and
the index is χ(X,E) = Str(an
2
). Here and subsequently, str is the point-wise super-
trace whereas Str is the supertrace taken on the space of sections.
2. Definition of the analytic torsion
We generalize the construction in §2 of [13]. Recall that the zeta-function of a
semi-positive definite self-adjoint operator A (whenever it is defined) is
ζ(s, A) = Tr′A−s,
where Tr′ stands for the trace restricted to the subspace orthogonal to ker(A). If
ζ(s, A) can be extended meromorphically in s so that it is holomorphic at s = 0,
then the zeta-function regularized determinant of A is
Det′A = e−ζ
′(0,A).
If A is an elliptic differential operator of order d on a compact manifold X of
dimension n, then ζ(s, A) is holomorphic when Re(s) > n/d and can be extended
meromorphically to the entire complex plane with possible simple poles at {n−lm , l =
0, 1, 2, . . .} only [20]. Moreover, the extended function is holomorphic at s = 0 and
therefore the determinant Det′A is defined for such an operator.
We return to the setting of the Z2-graded elliptic complex (E, D) in §1. As in
[13], we consider the partial Laplacian D†D =
(
D†
0¯
D0¯
D†
1¯
D1¯
)
.
Proposition 2.1. For k = 0, 1, ζ(s,D†
k¯
Dk¯) is holomorphic in the half plane
for Re(s) > n/d and extends meromorphically to C with possible simple poles at
{n−ld , l = 0, 1, 2, . . .} and possible double poles at the negative integers only, and is
holomorphic at s = 0.
Proof. Let P =
(
P0¯
P1¯
)
be the projection onto the closure of imD† = imD†
0¯
⊕imD†
1¯
.
As DD† and L are equal and invertible on (the closure of) imD, we have
P = D†(DD†)−1D = D†L−1D,
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which implies that P (and hence P0¯, P1¯) is a pseudo-differential operator of order
0. Moreover, for k = 0, 1,
ζ(s,D†
k¯
Dk¯) = Tr(Pk¯L
−s
k¯
).
By general theory [10, 9], ζ(s,D†
k¯
Dk¯) is holomorphic in the half plane Re(s) >
n/d and extends meromorphically to C with possible simple poles at {n−ld , l =
0, 1, 2, . . .} and possible double poles at the negative integers only. The Laurent
series of ζ(s,D†
k¯
Dk¯) at s = 0 is
Tr(Pk¯L
−s
k¯
) =
c−1(Pk¯, Lk¯)
s
+ c0(Pk¯, Lk¯) +
∞∑
l=1
cl(Pk¯, Lk¯) s
l.
Here c−1(Pk¯, Lk¯) =
1
d res(Pk¯), where res(Pk¯) is known as the non-commutative
residue of Pk¯ [21, 11]. Since Pk¯ is a projection, res(Pk¯) = 0 [21, 3, 8]. Therefore
ζ(s,D†
k¯
Dk¯) is regular at s = 0. 
The scalar product on Γ (X,Ek¯) restricts to one on the null space of the Laplacian,
ker(Lk¯)
∼= H k¯(X,E, D). For k = 0, 1, let {νk¯,i}bk¯i=1 be an oriented orthonormal
basis of H k¯(X,E, D) and let ηk¯ = νk¯,1 ∧ · · · ∧ νk¯,bk¯ , the unit volume element. Then
η0¯ ⊗ η−11¯ ∈ detH•(X,E, D).
Definition 2.2. The analytic torsion of the Z2-graded elliptic complex (E, D) is
τ(X,E, D) = (Det′D†
0¯
D0¯)
1/2(Det′D†
1¯
D1¯)
−1/2η0¯ ⊗ η−11¯ ∈ detH•(X,E, D).
3. Functorial properties of the analytic torsion
We summarize some properties of the analytic torsion of Z2-graded elliptic com-
plexes, generalizing those of the Ray-Singer torsion [16] and of the torsion of the
twisted de Rham complex [13]. We omit the proofs as they are similar.
Suppose X is a compact, closed, oriented Riemannian manifold and E1,E2 are
two Z2-graded Hermitian vector bundles over X . Then E1 ⊕E2 is also a Z2-graded
vector bundle with (E1 ⊕ E2)k¯ = Ek¯1 ⊕ Ek¯2 for k = 0, 1. If (E1, D1) and (E2, D2) are
two Z2-graded elliptic complexes on X , then so is the direct sum (E1⊕E2, D1⊕D2)
defined in the obvious way. We have the following
Proposition 3.1. Under the natural identification of determinant lines,
τ(X,E1 ⊕ E2, D1 ⊕D2) = τ(X,E1, D1)⊗ τ(X,E2, D2).
Now suppose p : X → X ′ is a covering of compact, closed, oriented manifolds
(with finite index). Choose a Riemannian metric on X ′, which pulls back to one on
X . Let E → X be a Z2-graded Hermitian vector bundle. Then the vector bundle
p∗E → X ′ defined by (p∗E)x′ =
⊕
x∈p−1(x′) Ex (for x
′ ∈ X ′) is also Z2-graded and
has an induced Hermitian form. There is a natural isometry Γ (X,E) ∼= Γ (X ′, p∗E).
If D is a differential operator on Γ (X,E), the operator p∗D on Γ (X ′, p∗E) given
by the above isomorphism is a differential operator on X ′. If (E, D) is a Z2-graded
elliptic complex, then so is (p∗E, p∗D). We have
Proposition 3.2. Under the natural identification of determinant lines,
τ(X,E, D) = τ(X ′, p∗D).
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Finally, suppose Xi (i = 1, 2) are closed, oriented Riemannian manifolds and
Ei → Xi (i = 1, 2) are Z2-graded Hermitian vector bundles. Denote by πi : X1 ×
X2 → Xi (i = 1, 2) the projections. Set E1 ⊠ E2 = π∗1E1 ⊗ π∗2E2; it is also a Z2-
graded vector bundle with (E1⊠E2)
0¯ = π∗1E
0¯
1⊗π∗2E0¯2⊕π∗1E1¯1⊗π∗2E1¯2 and (E1⊠E2)1¯ =
π∗1E
0¯
1 ⊗ π∗2E1¯2 ⊕ π∗1E1¯1 ⊗ π∗2E0¯2. If (E1, D1) and (E2, D2) are two Z2-graded elliptic
complexes, then so is (E1 ⊠ E2, D1 ⊠ D2), where the operator D1 ⊠ D2 acts on
Γ (X1 ×X2,E1 ⊠ E2) according to
(D1 ⊠D2)(π
∗
1s1 ⊗ π∗2s2) = π∗1(D1s1)⊗ π∗2s2 + (−1)|s1|π∗1s1 ⊗ π∗2(D2s2)
for any si ∈ Γ (Xi,Ei), i = 1, 2. We have
Proposition 3.3. Under the natural identification of determinant lines,
τ(X1×X2,E1⊠E2, D1⊞D2) = τ(X1,E1, D1)⊗χ(X2,E2,D2)⊗τ(X2,E2, D2)⊗χ(X1,E1,D1).
4. Invariance of the torsion under deformation of metrics: the odd
dimensional case
We note that the operator D, or D0¯ and D1¯ in the Z2-graded elliptic complex
(E, D) are not dependent on the metric. However, the corresponding partial Lapla-
cians D†D or D†
0¯
D0¯, D
†
1¯
D1¯ do depend on metric, and therefore a priori, so does
the analytic torsion τ(X,E, D). In this section, we study the dependence of the
analytic torsion on the metrics and prove that for closed, oriented odd-dimensional
manifolds X , the torsion τ(X,E, D) is independent of the choice of metric.
Suppose we change the metric g on X and the Hermitian form h on E to gu
and hu, respectively, along a path parameterized by u ∈ R. Although the torsion
τ(X,E, D) is an element of the determinant line detH•(X,E), its variation
∂
∂u
log τ(X,E, D) = τ(X,E, D)−1
∂
∂u
τ(X,E, D)
makes sense as a function of u. For any u, the Hermitian structure 〈·, ·〉u on Γ (X,E)
is related to the undeformed one by
〈 · , · 〉u = 〈Γu(·), · 〉
for some invertible operator Γu =
(
Γ0¯
Γ1¯
)
. Let αu = Γ
−1
u
∂
∂uΓu. We have the
following
Theorem 4.1. Under the above deformation of g and h, we have
∂
∂u
log τ(X,E, D) = Str
(
αan
2
)
.
In particular, the above is zero if dimX = n is odd. In this case, the analytic
torsion τ(X,E, D) is independent of the choice of metric.
Proof. We generalize the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [13]. The adjoint of D with respect
to 〈·, ·〉u is D†u = Γ−1u D†Γu. Its variation is given by
∂
∂u
D†u = −[αu, D†u].
In graded components, this is
∂D0¯
∂u
= −α1¯D0¯ +D0α0¯,
∂D1¯
∂u
= −α0¯D1¯ +D1α1¯,
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where α0¯ = Γ
−1
0¯
∂
∂uΓ0¯, α1¯ = Γ
−1
1¯
∂
∂uΓ1¯. Following [16, 13], we set
f(s, u) =
∫ ∞
0
ts−1 Str(e−tD
†DP ) dt
= Γ(s)
(
ζ(s,D†
0¯
D0¯)− ζ(s,D†1¯D1¯)
)
,
omitting the dependence on u on the right-hand side. Then, as P ∂P∂u = 0,
∂f
∂u
=
∫ ∞
0
ts−1 Str
(
t[α,D†]De−tD
†D + Pe−tD
†D ∂P
∂u
)
dt
=
∫ ∞
0
ts−1 Str
(
tα
(
e−tD
†DD†D + e−tDD
†
DD†
)
+ e−tD
†DP
∂P
∂u
)
dt
=
∫ ∞
0
ts Str
(
αe−tLL
)
dt
= −
∫ ∞
0
ts
∂
∂t
Str
(
α(e−tL −Q)) dt
= s
∫ ∞
0
ts−1 Str
(
α(e−tL −Q)) dt.
By the asymptotic expansion of Str(αe−tL) as t ↓ 0, ∫ 1
0
ts−1 Str(αe−tL) dt has a
possible first order pole at s = 0 with residue Str(αan
2
). On the other hand, because
of the exponential decay of Str
(
α(e−tL−Q)) for large t, ∫∞1 ts−1 Str (α(e−tL−Q)) dt
is an entire function in s. So
∂f
∂u
∣∣∣
s=0
= − Str (α(an
2
−Q))
is finite and hence
∂
∂u
(
ζ(0, D†
0¯
D0¯)− ζ(0, D†1¯D1¯)
)
= 0.
Since
log
(Det′D†
0¯
D0¯
Det′D†
1¯
D1¯
)
= − lim
s→0
[
f(s, u)− 1
s
(
ζ(0, D†
0¯
D0¯)− ζ(0, D†1¯D1¯)
)]
,
we get
∂
∂u
log
(Det′D†
0¯
D0¯
Det′D†
1¯
D1¯
)
= Str
(
α(an
2
−Q)).
Finally, along the path of deformation, the volume elements η0¯, η1¯ can be chosen
so that (cf. Lemma 3.3 of [13])
∂
∂u
(η0¯ ⊗ η−11¯ ) = −
1
2
Str(αQ) η0¯ ⊗ η−11¯ .
The results then follow. 
When the elliptic complex is the (Z-graded) de Rham complex of differential
forms with values in a flat vector bundle, the variation of the torsion can be inte-
grated to an anomaly formula [2].
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5. Invariance of relative torsion under deformation of metrics: the
even dimensional case
When n = dimX is even, the torsion does depend on the metrics g on X and
h on E (Theorem 4.1). However, we will prove that the relative analytic torsion
defined below is independent of the choice of metric.
We first explain extension by flat bundles. Let Π = π1(X) be the fundamental
group of X and ρ : Π → GL(m,C), a representation of Π . Then ρ determines a
flat bundle Fρ over X given by
Fρ =
(
X˜ × Cm)/ ∼, (xγ, v) ∼ (x, ρ(γ)v),
where X˜ is the universal cover of X . Smooth sections of Fρ are smooth maps
s : X˜ → Cm that are Π -equivariant, i.e., s ◦ γ = ρ(γ)s for all γ ∈ Π . We want to
extend D to an action on the sections of Eρ = E ⊗ Fρ. Since D is a differential
operator, it lifts to the universal cover X˜ as a Π -periodic operator D˜ : Γ (X˜, E˜) →
Γ (X˜, E˜), where E˜ is the pull-back of E to X˜ . By tensoring with the identity operator
on Cm, we can extend it to D˜ : Γ (X˜, E˜⊗ Cm) → Γ (X˜, E˜⊗ Cm). Since for any Π -
equivariant section s ∈ Γ (X˜, E˜⊗ Cm),
(D˜s) ◦ γ = D˜(s ◦ γ) = D˜(ρ(γ)s) = ρ(γ)(D˜s),
the operator D˜ descends to a differential operator Dρ : Γ (X,Eρ) → Γ (X,Eρ). If
(E, D) is a Z2-graded elliptic complex, then so is (Eρ, Dρ).
Now suppose X is a closed, compact, oriented Riemannian manifold and E is a
Z2-graded Hermitian vector bundle. Let ρ1, ρ2 be unitary representations of Π of
the same dimension m. Then the flat bundles Fρi are Hermitian bundles and so
are Eρi = E⊗ Fρi (i = 1, 2). Furthermore, if (E, D) is a Z2-graded elliptic complex
as in §1, then so are (Eρi , Dρi) for i = 1, 2.
Definition 5.1. The relative analytic torsion is the quotient
τ(X,Eρ1 , Dρ1)⊗ τ(X,Eρ2 , Dρ2)−1 ∈ detH•(X,Eρ1 , Dρ1)⊗ detH•(X,Eρ2 , Dρ2)−1.
To show its independence of the metric, let Kρi(t, x, y) denote, for i = 1, 2,
the heat kernel of the Laplacians Lρi = D
†
ρiDρi + DρiD
†
ρi . Since the Hermitian
bundles Eρ1 and Eρ2 , together with the differential operators Dρ1 and Dρ2 are
locally identical, the difference in the two heat kernels, when restricted to the
diagonal, is exponentially small for small t. More precisely, we have
Proposition 5.2. In the notation above, there are positive constants C,C′ such
that as t→ 0, one has for all x ∈ X,
|Kρ1(t, x, x)−Kρ2(t, x, x)| ≤ Ct−n/d exp[−C′t−
d
d−1 ],
where d is the order of the Laplacians.
Proof. Let K˜(t, x, y) denote the heat kernel of the Laplacian L˜ = D˜†D˜ + D˜D˜† on
X˜. Then by the Selberg principle, one has for x, y ∈ X˜ ,
Kρj (t, x¯, y¯) =
∑
γ∈Π
K˜(t, x, yγ)ρj(γ),
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where x¯ ∈ X stands for the projection of x ∈ X˜. It follows that
Kρ1(t, x¯, y¯)−Kρ2(t, x¯, y¯) =
∑
γ∈Π\{1}
K˜(t, x, yγ)(ρ1(γ)− ρ2(γ)).
Since ρi (i = 1, 2) are unitary representations, one has
|Kρ1(t, x¯, y¯)−Kρ2(t, x¯, y¯)| ≤
∑
γ∈Π\{1}
2|K˜(t, x, yγ)|.
The off-diagonal Gaussian estimate for the heat kernel on X˜ is [5]
|K˜(t, x, y)| ≤ C1t−n/d exp
[
− C2
(d(x, y)
t
) d
d−1
]
,
where d(x, y) is the Riemannian distance between x, y ∈ X˜ . Therefore
|Kρ1(t, x¯, x¯)−Kρ2(t, x¯, x¯)| ≤ 2C1t−n/d
∑
γ∈Π\{1}
exp
[
− C2
(d(x, xγ)
t
) d
d−1
]
.
By Milnor’s theorem [14], there is a positive constant C3 such that d(x, xγ) ≥
C3ℓ(γ), where ℓ denotes a word metric on Π . Moreover, the number of elements in
the sphere Sl of radius l in Π satisfies #Sl ≤ C4 eC5l for some positive constants
C4, C5. Therefore
∑
γ∈Π\{1}
exp
[
− C2
(d(x, xγ)
t
) d
d−1
]
≤
∑
γ∈Π\{1}
exp
[− C′(ℓ(γ)/t) dd−1 ]
≤
∞∑
l=1
exp
[− C′(l/t) dd−1 ]C4 eC5l
≤ C4 exp[−C′t− dd−1 ]
∞∑
l=1
exp
[− C′(l dd−1 − 1) + C5l]
for all t such that 0 < t ≤ 1 for some positive constant C′. Since dd−1 > 1, the
infinite sum over l converges and hence the result. 
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a closed oriented manifold of even dimension. Let ρ1, ρ2 be
unitary representations of π1(X) of the same dimension. Then the relative analytic
torsion τ(X,Eρ1 , Dρ1)⊗ τ(X,Eρ2 , Dρ2)−1 is independent of the choice of metric.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, under a one-parameter deformation of the metric,
∂
∂u
log τ(X,Eρi , Dρi) = Str
(
αaρin
2
)
)
for i = 1, 2. By Proposition 5.2, we have aρ1n
2
= aρ2n
2
. Therefore the change in relative
torsion is zero. 
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6. Analytic torsion of flat superconnections
The concept of superconnection was initiated by Quillen, cf. [15, 12, 1]. Let X
be a smooth manifold and F = F0¯ ⊕ F1¯, a Z2-graded vector bundle over X . Then
the space Ω(X,F) of F-valued differential forms has a Z2-grading with
Ω(X,F)0¯ = Ω 0¯(X,F0¯)⊕ Ω 1¯(X,F1¯), Ω(X,F)1¯ = Ω 0¯(X,F1¯)⊕ Ω 1¯(X,F0¯).
A superconnection is a first-order differential operator A on Ω(X,F) that is odd
with respect to the Z2-grading and satisfies
A(α ∧ s) = dα ∧ s+ (−1)|α|α ∧ As
for any α ∈ Ω(X) and s ∈ Ω(X,F). The bundle End(F) is also Z2-graded and
A extends to Ω(X,End(F)). The curvature of the superconnection is FA = A
2 ∈
Ω(X,End(F))0¯. It satisfies the Bianchi identity AFA = 0. A superconnection A is
of the form A = ∇+A, where ∇ is a usual connection on F preserving the grading
and A ∈ Ω(X,End(F))1¯. Thus the superconnections form an affine space modeled
on the vector space Ω(X,End(F))1¯.
The superconnection is flat if FA = 0. In this case, writing A =
(
A1¯
A0¯
)
, there is
a Z2-graded elliptic complex
· · · → Ω(X,F)0¯ A0¯−→ Ω(X,F)1¯ A1¯−→ Ω(X,F)0¯ A0¯−→ Ω(X,F)1¯ → · · · ,
We can define the cohomology groups H k¯(X,F,A), k = 0, 1. In fact, this is a
special case of §1 with E = ∧TX ⊗ F and D = A. If X is a closed, compact,
oriented Riemannian manifold and F is an Hermitian vector bundle, then we can
define the analytic torsion of a flat superconnection as τ(X,F,A) = τ(X,E, D) ∈
detH•(X,F,A) with the above choice of (E, D). The functorial properties (§3) and
invariance under metric deformations (§4, 5) hold in this case.
We consider a special case when F = F0¯ and F1¯ = 0. Then Ω(X,F)k¯ = Ω k¯(X,F)
for k = 0, 1. A superconnection is of the form ∇+A, where ∇ is a usual connection
on F and A ∈ Ω 1¯(X,End(F)). Suppose A is of degree 3 or higher. Then the
superconnection is flat if and only if ∇ is flat and ∇A+A2 = 0. When A is of the
form A = H idF for some H ∈ Ω 1¯(X), the above condition on A becomes dH = 0
and the Z2-graded elliptic complex is the twisted de Rham complex (Ω(X), d+H∧·).
Its analytic torsion τ(X,F, H) was studied in [13]. Among other properties, the
latter is also invariant under the deformation of H by an exact form when X is odd
dimensional; the rest of the section will be devoted to generalizing this property to
the analytic torsion of flat superconnections.
We return to the general case of a flat superconnection A over a graded vector
bundle F. Suppose G ∈ Ω(X,End(F))0¯ is point-wisely invertible. Then A′ =
G−1AG is another flat superconnection on F; we say that A′ is gauge equivalent
to A. There is an isomorphism of cohomology groups H•(X,F,A) ∼= H•(X,F,A′),
and hence of the corresponding determinant lines, induced by G. Now suppose A is
deformed to Av along a path parameterized by v so that each Av is gauge equivalent
to A via Gv. Let
βv = G
−1
v
∂Gv
∂v
∈ Ω(X,End(F))0¯.
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Theorem 6.1. Under deformation of A by gauge equivalence and the natural iden-
tification of determinant lines, we have
∂
∂v
log τ(X,F,A) = Str
(
β an
2
)
.
If dimX = n is odd, then the above is zero. In this case, the analytic torsion
τ(X,F,A) is invariant under gauge equivalence.
Proof. Under the deformation, we have
∂A
∂v
= [β,A],
∂A†
∂v
= −[β†,A†].
The component of β in Ω 1¯(X,End(F)1¯) does not contribute to the trace or super-
trace, whereas that in Ω 0¯(X,End(F)0¯) is even in the degree of differential forms.
Following the proofs of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 of [13], we get the desired variation
formula upon a suitable choice of volume elements and identification of determinant
lines under the deformation; the rest follows easily. 
If dimX is even, a relative version of analytic torsion (cf. §5) is invariant under
gauge equivalence.
7. Analytic torsion of twisted Dolbeault complexes
Let X be a connected, closed, compact complex manifold and F, a holomorphic
vector bundle over X . Denote by Ωp,q(X,F) the space of smooth differential (p, q)-
forms on X with values in F. A holomorphic connection on F can act on Ωp,q(X,F)
and splits uniquely as ∂F + ∂¯F, where
∂F : Ω
p,q(X,F)→ Ωp+1,q(X,F), ∂¯F : Ωp,q(X,F)→ Ωp,q+1(X,F)
satisfying ∂¯2
F
= 0. This yields the Dolbeault complex of differential forms with
values in F.
Let Ωp,0¯(X,F), Ωp,1¯(X,F) be the space of differential forms that is of degree p in
the holomorphic part and of even, odd degree, respectively, in the anti-holomorphic
part. Consider a differential form H ∈ Ω0,1¯(X) that is ∂¯-closed, i.e., ∂¯H = 0. Let
∂¯F,H = ∂¯F +H ∧ · . We call H a holomorphic flux form and ∂¯F,H , the Dolbeault
operator twisted by H . Setting ∂¯k¯ = ∂¯F,H acting on Ω
p,k¯(X,E) for k = 0, 1, we
have ∂¯1¯∂¯0¯ = ∂¯0¯∂¯1¯ = 0 and a Z2-graded elliptic complex, which we call the twisted
Dolbeault complex
· · · → Ωp,0¯(X,F) ∂¯0¯−→ Ωp,1¯(X,F) ∂¯1¯−→ Ωp,0¯(X,F) ∂¯0¯−→ Ωp,1¯(X,F)→ · · · .
We define the twisted Dolbeault cohomology groups as
Hp,0¯(X,F, H) = ker ∂¯0¯/ im ∂¯1¯, H
p,1¯(X,F, H) = ker ∂¯1¯/ im ∂¯0¯.
Like in [18, 13], if the degree of H is 3 or higher, there is a spectral sequence whose
E2-terms are H
p,•(X,F) converging to Hp,•(X,F, H). If H ′ and H differ by a ∂¯-
exact form, then there are natural isomorphisms Hp,•(X,F, H ′) ∼= Hp,•(X,F, H).
The above construction is the holomorphic counterpart of the twisted de Rham
complex studied in [18, 13]. Holomorphic flux forms arise naturally in a number of
prominent situations. Suppose that X is a Calabi-Yau manifold of an odd complex
dimension n. Then the canonical bundle of X is trivial, i.e., there is a nowhere zero
section Ω which satisfies ∂Ω = 0. Here H = Ω ∈ Ω0,n(X) is ∂¯-closed. Another
example comes from holomorphic gerbes (or holomorphic sheaves of groupoids).
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The 3-curvature of a holomorphic curving on a holomorphic gerbe on a complex
manifold X is a closed holomorphic 3-form Ω on X (cf. [4], 5.3.17 part (4)). Again,
H = Ω ∈ Ω0,3(X) is ∂¯-closed.
The twisted Dolbeault complex is also a special Z2-graded elliptic complex (E, D)
with E = ∧p(T 1,0X)∗ ⊗∧•(T 0,1X)∗ ⊗ F and D = ∂¯F,H . Suppose X is closed and
compact. Given a Riemannian metric on X and an Hermitian form on F, we have
the analytic torsion of the twisted Dolbeault complex (cf. §2)
τp(X,F, H) = τ(X,E, D) ∈ detHp,•(X,F,H)
with the above choice of (E, D). It is satisfies the functorial properties in §3. Since
X is always of even (real) dimension, only a relative version of the analytic torsion
for the twisted Dolbeault complex is independent of the metric. We conclude from
Theorem 5.3 the following
Corollary 7.1. Let F be a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact complex
manifold X. Suppose H ∈ Ω0,1¯(X) is ∂¯-closed. For two flat bundles on X given
by the representations ρ1, ρ2 of π1(X) of the same dimension, the relative twisted
holomorphic torsion τ(X,Fρ1 , H) ⊗ τ(X,Fρ2 , H)−1 is invariant under any defor-
mation of H by an ∂¯-exact form, up to natural identification of the determinant
lines.
For a non-trivial example of twisted holomorphic torsion, consider the compact
Calabi-Yau manifold T × M , where T is a compact complex torus of dimension
1 and M is a K3 surface. Let L = Lu,v be a flat line bundle over T defined by
the character χu,v(m,n) = exp(2π
√−1(mu + nv)), 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1, m,n ∈ Z. If
(m,n) 6= (0, 0), then the Dolbeault cohomology H•(T,L) is trivial. Recall the
non-trivial holomorphic torsion of (T,L) [17]
τ0(T,L) =
∣∣∣∣eπ√−1v2τ θ1(u− τv, τ)η(τ)
∣∣∣∣ ,
where τ (with Im τ > 0) be the complex moduli of T . Here the theta function is
defined as
θ1(w, τ) = −η(τ)eπ
√−1(w+τ/6)
∞∏
k=−∞
(1 − e2π
√−1(|k|τ−ǫkw)),
where ǫk = sign
(
k + 12
)
and η(τ) is the Dedekind eta function. We still denote by
L the pull-back of L to T ×M . The Dolbeault cohomology groups of T ×M are
trivial and so are the twisted ones. Since χ(OT (L)) = 0 and χ(OM ) = 2, we have
[17]
τ0(T ×M,L) = τ0(T,L)⊗2.
Let H = α¯∧ λ¯, where α is a holomorphic 1-form on T and λ a holomorphic 2-form
on M . By perturbation theory [6], one has,
τ0(T ×M,L, H) = eo(|H|)τ0(T ×M,L) = eo(|H|)τ0(T,L)⊗2,
where o(H)→ 0 as H → 0. Therefore τ0(T ×M,L, H) non-trivial whenever |H | is
sufficiently small.
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8. Relation to topological field theories
In [19], a topological field theory of antisymmetric tensor fields were constructed
and the partition function is shown to be equal to the Ray-Singer analytic torsion.
The metric independence of the torsion is an evidence that the quantized theory
is topological invariant. In this section, we extend the relation to twisted analytic
torsion by constructing topological field theories that contain a coupling with the
flux form.
Suppose X is a compact, oriented manifold of dimension n and H is a flux form,
a closed differential form of odd degree. For k = 0 or 1, we define a theory whose
action is
Sk¯[B,C] =
∫
X
B ∧ dHC,
where B ∈ Ωn−k(X), C ∈ Ω k¯(X) are the dynamical fields. Since the operator
dH = d +H ∧ · is not compatible with the Z-grading, the forms B,C can not be
chosen to have fixed degrees. Instead, the degrees of B,C have the same parity
when dimX is odd and opposite parity when dimX is even. The classical equations
of motion are
dHC = 0, d−HB = 0.
The action S[B,C] and the equations of motion are invariant under a set of gauge
transformations
C 7→ C + dHC(1), B 7→ B + d−HB(1),
where B(1), C(1) can be any forms whose degrees have opposite parity with B,C,
respectively. The phase space is the space of solutions to the equation of motion
modulo the gauge transformations. In this case, it is Hn−k(X,−H) ⊕H k¯(X,H),
expressed in terms of the de Rham cohomology groups twisted by the fluxes ±H .
To quantize the theory, we consider the partition function
Zk¯(X,H) =
∫
DBDC e−Sk¯[B,C].
We need to introduce a Riemannian metric on X which determines the “measures”
DB, DC. The integration of the transverse parts of B,C yields the determinant
Det′(d†HdH)
−1/2 (defined in §2 of [13]); that of the zero modes contributes volume
elements on the cohomology groups. The longitudinal modes of B,C are treated by
adding Faddeev-Popov ghost fields which contribute to determinant factors in the
numerator, and there are secondary and higher ghosts since B(1), C(1) themselves
contain redundancies.
We consider a special case when dimX = 2l + 1 is odd and H is a top-degree
form (cf. §5.1 of [13]). If B,C ∈ Ω 1¯(X), then B ∧ dHC = BdC, and the theory is
equivalent to an untwisted theory. We now assume that B,C ∈ Ω 0¯(X). Then the
bosonic determinant from the integration of the transverse modes is
Det′
(
d†0d0 +H
†H H†d2l
d†2lH d
†
2ld2l
)−1/2 l−1∏
i=1
(Det′ d†2id2i)
−1/2,
where di is d on Ω
i(X) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2l + 1. The crucial feature in this case is that
H does not appear in the gauge transformations
B 7→ B + dB(1), C 7→ C + dC(1).
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Moreover, we can choose B(1), C(1) ∈ Ω 1¯(X) to be of degree 2l− 1 or less. Further
redundancies in B(1), C(1) are described by a hierarchy of gauge transformations
B(i) 7→ B(i) + dB(i+1), C(i) 7→ C(i) + dC(i+1),
where B(i), C(i) ∈ Ω i¯(X) are of degree 2l − i or less, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l − 1. The
Faddeev-Popov procedure yields the determinant factors
2l∏
i=0
[
Det′(d†2l−id2l−i)Det
′(d†2l−i−2d2l−i−2) · · ·
](−1)i+1
=
l∏
i=0
Det′(d†2id2i)
−l/2
l−1∏
i=0
Det′(d†2i+1d2i+1)
(l+1)/2.
Taking into account the contribution of the zero modes, the partition function is
Z0¯(X,H) = τ(X,H)
−1 ⊗ τ(X)⊗(−l) ∈ detH•(X,H)−1 ⊗ detH•(X)⊗(−l).
Here τ(X) ∈ detH•(X) is the classical Ray-Singer torsion [16]. The independence
of the partition on the metric indicates that the quantum theory is also metric
independent although it is necessary to use a metric in the definition.
It would be interesting to construct topological field theories when the flux form
H is of an arbitrary degree, when the manifold has a boundary [22], and those
related to the analytic torsion of other Z2-graded elliptic complexes such as the
twisted Dolbeault complex.
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